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Eve Sadler and Jessica Symons 

Whilst the Tory Party conference went on 
next door, thinkingwomen held a fringe event 
looking at the involvement, impact and 
incidence of women and the recent riots. The 
piece reflects some of the discussion and the 
variety of viewpoints that fed into the 
discussion. 

Why does society seemed to have 
moved on so quickly?  The riots had a 
huge impact?  How come people 
seem to have just forgotten it 
happened? thinkingwomen attendee 

As is the thinkingwomen network, women 
from all walks of life and backgrounds 
attended – including politics, the media and 
the public, justice and third sectors.  Albeit 
speaking in a personal capacity, women came 
to contribute to the discussion from Oxfam, 
Southall Black Sisters, Cafcass (Children and 
Family Court Advisory and Support Services), 
Manchester University and the Dialogue 
Society, to name but a few which provided 
wide ranging opinions. 

 

The comprehensive discussion was kicked off 
by speakers Amina Lone (Chair of Women’s 
Solidarity Forum and Manchester City 
Councillor); Clare McGregor (who works with 
offenders to turn their lives around with 
coaching) and finally from Bidisha 
(commentator and critic who regularly works 
for the Guardian and the BBC). 

 

Manchester City Centre, 9 August 2010,         © Amina Lone 

Key themes 

The riots are a tangled web with no easy 

answers. Yes, the rioters should be 

responsible people who respect others 

property, but they are not. Why not? Because 

they have been treated like ‘animals’ all their 

lives, by their parents, by their schools, by the 

state. The only family they have are their 

friends and their codes of honour lie within 

those circles. It is not that the rioters have no 
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integrity, it is that they have no integrity 

towards shops owned by faceless 

corporations or local hostile shopkeepers. 

What do the riots show us about 
family and kinship? Where do 
loyalties lie? What ties a person to a 
group – be it a family, a gang or a 
society?  thinkingwomen attendee 

We need to acknowledge that these circles 

are male run and male dominated. Women 

may participate in small numbers, just 9% of 

rioters were female. However, they are not in 

charge in these circles and they are often 

subjected to the same brutality that was 

inflicted on the streets and shops. 

 

Manchester City Centre, 9 August 2010,         © Amina Lone 

How do we deal with it? We keep talking to 

the perpetrators. We do not give up on them. 

We keep talking and we remain hopeful that 

they can recognise the error of their ways. If 

we continue to brutalise them, they will 

continue to be brutal. 

Every protest is political. 
thinkingwomen attendee 

Life coaching is a useful way of talking to 

offenders, because it does not ask them to 

open up their past to address their behaviour 

in the present. Many offenders' backgrounds 

are so painful that to ask them to talk about it 

is counterproductive. Coaching asks people to 

take ownership of their lives and to look to 

the future. Most people do not want to be in 

trouble, they do not want to be in prison. 

Coaching encourages them to envisage a 

future where they are realising their dreams 

and ambitions, and then to work towards 

achieving this. Together with a life coach, an 

offender develops a plan of action and takes 

tentative steps towards realising it. With each 

step towards a desirable future, the urge to 

reoffend diminishes. 

The real distraction here is that there 
is a lack of understanding about how 
parts of society live their lives. Bidisha 

The social obsession with punishment 

achieves nothing but disaffected people. 

What is the purpose of punishment except to 

make people feel bad? Surely retribution that 

focuses on rehabilitation (such as apologising 

or assisting in refurbishments) is more socially 

productive than a long jail term. 

thinkingwomen call for an open dialogue with 

rioters together with a programme of 

retribution where rioters are given 

opportunities to make amends to the 

communities they disrupted. 
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Further investigation 

• A great study into why the riots occurred is through the project Voice of the North: 
Reflections on the Northern Youth Experience.  Have a look at the full report or the video 
version.  It also touches on some of the thinkingwomen discussion around loss of youth 
services and banker bailouts. 
 

• Carlene Firmin, founder of the Gag Project to empower gang-affected women and girls. 
Writes in The Guardian about the girls involved in the riots. 
 

• Asiya Islam gives her views on the gendering of the riots. 

http://web.me.com/unionstreetmediaarts/www.unionstreetmediaarts.com/Home/Entries/2011/9/19_Youth_Voice_Report_for_Young_People_files/Voice%20of%20the%20North%20Final%20Report.pdf�
http://www.youtube.com/user/TheVOICEOFTHENORTH#p/a/u/0/OLYHXOizLb0�
http://www.youtube.com/user/TheVOICEOFTHENORTH#p/a/u/0/OLYHXOizLb0�
http://www.thegagproject.org/�
http://www.womensviewsonnews.org/2011/08/a-gendered-reading-of-the-uk-riots/�

